
OVERVIEW PRESENTATION



WHO WE ARE….
…..We are LIQUID, a company specialised 
in enhancing spaces, objects & brands 
with the natural beauty of water…. 



OUR PRODUCTS….
Bubble Walls & Panels Cascade Walls & Panels Bubble Columns

All products are custom designed for the application. If it can be imagined we can make it!  



CHANNELS SERVED….

Residential Commercial Retail Sensory

Customised interior design Features 
to enhance any private living space

Provides differentiation to your space, brand, or trade 
show event

Highlight your product! 
(POS, Product Launch…)

Provide sensory stimulation for 
general relaxation or medical reasons

Challenge us with your application, we can make it happen!



RESIDENTIAL….
Project Breif: ”Provide space separation 
while creating a centre piece to the home, 
incorporating bubble features on the 
ground and upper floors of the house”  

Result: a 6m tall bubble tower reaching 
from the hall area between the kitchen and 
living room to the ceiling between the 
master bedroom and nursery. 

This met the breif addiotnally provided 
visual communication between the parents 
and new-born baby in the nursey as well as 
sensory stimulation for the baby.

….CASE STUDY.



COMMERCIAL CASE STUDY
OCTOPUS TATOO & PIERCING ZAGREB  

Project Breif:”Create a space seporator incorporating a bubble wall, 
create an information desk incorporating a cascade. Highlight our brand 
and improve the aesthetics of our space” 

Result: A full separating wall incorporating a 2,5m wide bubble wall 
including the ”Octopus” logo. An information desk incorporating a cascade 
and the graphical ”Octopus” logo.



RETAIL….
PRIMA 

Project Breif:”Create a feature which will highlight the brand 
while bringing a calming natural atmospher to our space” 

Result: A self standing 3m x 2m cascade, with remote 
controlled colour changing LED lighting

….CASE STUDY.



HOTEL GOLFER 

Project Breif: ”Create a feature to be utilised within the 
relaxation room ”lanconium” of our wellness area 
incporating Chroma-Therapy” 

Result: An in-built 1.3m x 1.3m bubble wall utilizing 
smoothly transitioning colour changing LED lights, able to 
work in a warm and humid environment

SENSORY CASE 
STUDY

….CASE STUDY.



OUR PROCESS….VI-KO-M PROCESS OVERVIEW

VIZIJA KONCEPTUALIZACIJA MONTAŽA



“WATER RESEARCH”….
VODENI ZIDOVI I ZNANOSTVODENI ZIDOVI I DJELOVANJE BOJA – SNAŽAN 

UTJECAJ NA MENTALNO I FIZIČKO ZDRAVLJE

Some of our research in to the benefits of bring water and colour in to your space



PROECTS IN PROCESS….
STARI GRAD NUTRIS TECHOCTOPUS ”2”

examples of some upcoming projects



PORTFOLIO…. Just some examples of our installations



CONTACT….
www.liquid.hr 

LET US HELP YOU BRING YOUR PROJECT TO LIFE!


